
TE HORO SCHOOL BOARD OF TRUSTEES

DRAFT MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 16 JUNE AT 7.00PM

Present: Steve Gadsby, Michelle Tate, Tammy Evans, Nicolette Butler, Allen Cottle, Fred Mecoy, Sharyn Ollard, Kevin Palmer (LSM), Micaela Young (Minutes Secretary)

Apologies: None

Declaration of Conflict of Interests:

Item Discussion/Decision Responsibility Timeframe

1.  ADMINISTRATION

Confirmation of minutes Chair moved that the minutes from the May meeting are a true and accurate account of the meeting.

Seconded:  Tammy Evans

Correspondence inward Letter of Resignation:  Rebecca Thomsen

Email: Employer notification of Employment Relations Education Leave (EREL) 9.6.21

Leter: Otaki College School Enrolment Scheme Consultation 25.5.2021

Letter: MOE Notice of Statutory Intervention 14.6.2021

ACTION:  Steve to add letter from Kevin Palmer into Inwards Correspondence folder. Steve

2.1  Risk management Michelle asked if the Board is satisfied that the identified hazards are being monitored and/or controlled, and

measures are being re-evaluated to check their adequacy in H&S Committee Meetings.

Steve asked that H&S sub-committee schedule reviews of identified hazard registers on a monthly basis, and

include in their report so that the Board can be satisfied that hazards are re-evaluated to check their

adequacy.

Kevin flagged that the number of incidents recorded is “not normal” and he will be looking at this closely next

week.

Action:  Michelle to send General Classroom Hazard Register to Kevin to review.

Action:  H&S sub-committee to schedule review of identified hazard registers on a monthly basis.

Michelle

H&S Committee

2.  DECISIONS
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3.1 Health & Safety REport Nicolette advised she has sent some questions regarding the H&S sub-committee minutes just prior to the

Board meeting.

Michelle addressed one of the questions by clarifying that supports were in place for staff wellbeing and at

this point nothing was being asked of the Board beyond being aware of the possibility of future support being

sought.  With regards to student wellbeing, supports have been put in place and, at this point in time no

further support is being requested of the Board, while we wait for these supports to take hold.

Discussion of the 123 pastoral records.  It was noted that this set of data is separate to the Accident and

Incident Register from the First Aid room. If a child has been physically  hurt during something that was

reported on a  pastoral record, they will also be included in the Accident and Incident Register.

Kevin will give Michelle some direction on how to provide the pastoral record data that Yr 3-4  cohort

patterns can be identified and analysed.

Nicolette sought confirmation that the number of relocations as reported in the document titled Enactment

of SAP to relocate a class/group from Room 4&6 as tabled in the May meeting has been updating with recent

incidents.  Michelle clarified that there had been 16 relocations  in total between 22/2/2021 - 4/6/2021 and

four relocations since the last BOT meeting.

Kevin noted that any matters associated with discretionary leave will need to taken to him.

Michelle clarified that $7,000 for Term 3 has been provided by MOE. Kevin asked what Michelle thought was

needed to mitigate the current situation and how this funding would be best used, and the best staffing for

that.

ACTION:  Michelle to provide to Kevin detail and suggested plan for most effective use of MOE funding and

any other staffing required.

Michelle recapped for Kevin the current measures that have been put in place, including an overview of the

relevant skills and experience of current staff.

Return to school plans are being worked on for two students whereby they will have reduced timeframes at

school.

ACTION:  Michelle to  work with Kevin to provide to the Board weekly pastoral record data Yr 3-4

identifying patterns, with a commentary.

Kevin noted that analysis will look at both frequency and severity, as well as anecdotal reflections from

teachers and TAs.

Michelle

Michelle
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Kevin suggested BOT might want to approve in principle the continuation of an additional teaching support

for one term, in discussion with the LSM.

Action:  Board to either meet or be in email communication on Thursday 1 July to review the data and

suggested plan in order to make some funding decisions for Term 3.

BOT
Thurs 1 July

Finance Fred spoke to the FInance and Audit Meeting Minutes.

ACTION: Kevin to send email to Alison asking that she provides the same management level monthly

report that they provide for other schools, for Te Horo School, so that we can consider using.

Fred noted that we are setting up a separate Statutory intervention GL code to track all associated costs.

Kevin suggested we include this as an extra line under BOT - do not put a budget against it, as there isn’t one.

Action:  Steve to thank H&S for the new iPads.

Action:  Shar to arrange classes to make thank you cards to H&S for the new iPads.

Steve

Shar

4.1  Sub-committee remit Steve has asked the NZSTA to provide information regarding what each sub-committee is responsible for, and

suggested terms of reference.

ACTION: Steve will send a template out to sub-commitees to contribute their thoughts to.

Fred will facilitate this for the FInance sub-committee, Nicolette for the H&S sub-committee, and Tammy for

the Culture and Community sub-committee.

ACTION:  BOT members to bring collated ideas to August meeting.

Steve

Fred, Nicolette,

Tammy August meeting

4.2  BOT self-directed learning

- governance training

Steve questioned if now was a good time to arrange NZSTA training, as the BOT already has a heavy workload

at the moment.

Kevin suggested we hold up engaging with STA until Term 4. He will tell them what they need to cover.

ACTION:  Steve to revisit with Kevin in Term 4. Steve

Delegations Nicolette enquired whether we need to formally make changes to our Delegations since Kevin has come on

board.  Kevin advised that no changes are  required at this stage.
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Other matters Nicolette enquired whether we need to review our policy around suspensions/stand-downs.

Kevin advised we should stick with the School Docs schedule for reviewing policies. He will look at the policy

in the meantime.

MOTION:  Tammy proposed that the BOT provide some funding for the staff bowling night next week, to

support staff well-being.

Allan and Steve offered to provide rides home for anyone that wishes.

DECISION:  The Board agreed to provide $250 towards staff bowling night.

5.  PUBLIC EXCLUDED

Public Excluded The Board went into committee at 8.15pm.

The Board came out of committee at 8.16pm

6.  CLOSURE

Next meeting date:  7.00pm, Thursday 19 August 2021.

Kevin advised he will be unable to attend.

ACTION:  Steve will check in with Kevin prior to the meeting to gather any thoughts he would like to bring

to the table.

The public meeting closed at 8.20pm

Steve Prior to next

meeting

Chair: __________________________________________

Date: __________________________________________
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